
Bowling Bombs II             K-6 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

Derived from the original game of Bowling Bombs (Hughes, No Standing Around in My Gym), 

Bowling Bombs II challenges each student’s bowling accuracy, offensive and defensive strategy, 

and cardiovascular fitness, while encouraging spatial awareness. 

 

EQUIPMENT: (needs are based on a class of 48) 

 Gator Skin balls (30-50+; any size) 

 Bowling Pins (40-80 pins or 10-20 per quadrant) 

 Poly Spots (10-20 per team) 

 Traffic cones (12-18 to define the 4 quadrants) 

 Wristbands (16; 4 per team) 

 

PROCEDURE:  
Before students arrive, place all of the Gator Skin balls and bowling pins in the middle of the 

gym (See Figure 1) and then divide the gym into four quadrants using the traffic cones. Place 10-

20 poly spots inside the boundaries of each quadrant’s corner (see Figure 2 and the diagram for 

set up). Note: make sure to leave enough room to allow players to jog outside the boundaries. 

The object of the game is to earn as many bowling pins as possible and have the most bowling 

pins still standing when the time expires. 

To Begin: divide the class into four teams, each team being sent to one of four quadrants to sit 

down and await further instructions. Select four Destroyers from each team and give them each a 

wristband. Explain that when the game begins, players, starting from their quadrant may jog a 

lap to earn one bowling pin to take and put on any of their team’s poly spots (see Figure 3). 

Players are also allowed to defend their team’s bowling pins as long as each player remains 

standing and does not touch the bowling pin. Any Destroyers, while remaining within the 

boundaries of their quadrants may begin bowling balls at any of the opposing team’s bowling 

pins (see Figure 4). Note: any knocked down bowling pin, whether intentionally or accidentally 

knocked down, may not be stood back up at that moment. Players, upon seeing a downed 

bowling pin may jog another lap to earn another bowling pin from the center OR reset one of 

their downed bowling pins within their quadrant. Teams may not collect any more bowling pins 

once they have collected enough bowling pins to cover every poly spot. These teams will only 

need to jog laps now to reset their team’s bowling pins. Destroyers too, are allowed to jog laps to 

earn or reset bowling pins, but only Destroyers are allowed to collect and bowl balls. Note: 

Destroyers may leave their quadrants to retrieve balls, but may NOT interfere with an opposing 

team’s bowling pins or bowl balls until back inside their team’s quadrant. 

The team that has the most bowling pins still STANDING inside their quadrant after a 

designated time limit will be declared the Champions of that round. Instruct each team to place 

all of the balls and bowling pins back inside the middle of the gym before starting a new round.  

 

RULES AND SAFETY: 

1. Players must jog a complete lap before going to the center to earn or reset a bowling pin.  

2. Each bowling pin earned must be placed on the team’s poly spot inside their quadrant. 

3. Destroyers must clearly roll or bowl the balls using an underhand motion without crossing 



over into another team’s quadrant. 

4. Once a pin is down, it stays down until a player from that quadrant has jogged a lap to earn 

the right to set it back up again. 

5. No lying down in front, straddling, or touching a bowling pin when playing defense.  

6. A 5-minute (sit out) penalty will be assessed to any player retrieving or resetting a bowling 

without jogging a lap. 

 

  
  Figure 1: Bowling pins and balls in center         Figure 2: Poly spots in each quadrant 

 

  
   Figure 3: Jogging a lap to earn bowling pins     Figure 4: Destroyers bowling to knock down pins 

 

Variations: 

1. Eliminate the process of earning a bowling pin from the middle and start the game off with 

each team already having a certain amount of bowling pins set up in their team’s quadrant. 

There will be no need for players to earn the bowling pins. Instead, players will focus on 

jogging laps to earn the right to reset the bowling pins. 

2. Eliminate the spots and allow each team to earn as many bowling pins as possible. If this 

variation is chosen then Destroyers will be allowed to retrieve the downed bowling pin. The 

rule must be decided whether the Destroyer gets to keep the bowling pin or return it to the 

middle to be re-earned. 



3. Change the exercise of jogging a lap to earn/reset bowling pins to any exercise deemed 

appropriate by the teacher. 

4. Remove the wristbands and allow anybody to be Destroyers. 
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Running lanes are located outside the boundaries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Running lanes are located outside the boundaries 

 


